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RE:  Professional Manager of the Year for Public Fleet, Rob Sizemore 

On behalf of the Ohio Chapter, it gives me great pleasure to endorse the nomination of Rob Sizemore 
for the 2019 Professional Manager of the Year for Public Fleet. 

Our Chapter endorsement is based on Rob’s dedication and his vast expertise in the area of Public Fleet 
Management. His expertise and loyalty to the City of Cincinnati has well served many of the major 
departments with their expansive and diverse fleets including the Public Works Department, Water 
Works Department, General Services Department and Metropolitan Sewer Department. Rob continues 
to attend conferences and seminars to learn and incorporate best practices into his workplace. He is 
active in numerous professional organizations and has served as Board of Director on the Southwest 
Ohio APWA branch as well as President of NAFA, National Association of Fleet Administrators; Utilization 
of GPS to insure operator compliance with Federal CDL Requirements and internal policies; 
implementation of software to support technician’s ability to diagnose equipment leading to reduction 
in downtime and repair cost reduction. 

Rob continues to serve the local communities in many other ways. The agency “Touch a Truck” Program 
encourages elementary students to explore the equipment and learn more about the work provided by 
the city. This goes a long way to foster good relationships between the agency and the communities it 
serves. 

The attached nomination package provides the supporting information you need to make an informed 
selection. Rob Sizemore is an excellent candidate for this award. The Ohio Chapter appreciates your 
time and consideration. 

Respectfully, 

 

Diane Watkins, President 
Ohio Chapter APWA 
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PROFESSION 

Rob Sizemore has served the Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD) since January 
2008. Rob began his career with MSD as their Fleet Services Supervisor/Fleet Manager. 

In the role of Fleet Services 
Supervisor/Fleet Manager, Rob is 
responsible for managing and directing 
operations of the MSD’s Fleet Services 
Division which includes more than 600 
assets. His work involves strategic 
planning, establishing short and long-
range goals, capital budgeting and 
directing various aspects of automotive 
fleet management and maintenance. He 
accomplishes this by managing the 
maintenance operations, monitoring 
fleet maintenance fuel cost, spec’ing and purchasing vehicles and equipment, advising the different 
divisions of MSD of potential equipment replacements needed while maintaining best practices in the 
area of right sizing and efficiency, researching new technologies and serving on committees in the City 
to further improve the efficiencies and safety of the department and city fleet. Rob also provides 
management, leadership and professionalism through coordinating, reporting and budgeting decisions 
to support the provision of services through the MSD Fleet Division. 

Throughout his career he has built an environment of trust and respect from MSD divisions where they 
know they will be treated with respect and can feel confident and comfortable that Rob has the 
expertise and knowledge to ensure their vehicular and equipment needs are met or exceeded. 

LEADERSHIP 

As the leader of the MSD Fleet Division, Rob is 
conscientious and thoughtful in his planning. He 
works to stay aware of the different divisional 
needs of today and tomorrow as they pertain to 
the fleet with the goal to help improve the 
different division’s performance of providing 
better data to help make better decision. 

To get to this point, Rob invests significant time 
and energy in learning the best Fleet 
Management Practices from being involved in 
organizations like AWPA, NAFA and MEMA. 
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Rob values and believes in his employees. He works very closely with them and makes himself readily 
available to assist them in anyway, any time of the day, even after hours. He has mentored one of his 
employees, enabling him to receive his Fleet Management Certification. 

Active in regional and national organizations, Rob served as NAFA Tri-State Chapter Chair from 
7/13/2013 thru 3/8/2017.   He was also vice chair and member of NAFA’s national editorial advisory 
council from 4/2016 thru 9/2018.   He served on the NAFA nominating committee in 11/2015. 

INNOVATION 

MSD’s Fleet Division has initiated many innovative and cost saving changes. With continued research, 
they are constantly looking for new ways to improve the overall operation of the fleet. Here are a few 
examples of how Rob has led and continues to lead the organization: 

• Established quarterly utilization 
meetings with senior 
management staff. This gave MSD 
the opportunity to discuss right 
sizing the fleet. 

• Implemented three pool-car 
locations within the treatment 
division. 

• Expanded the Vehicle Key 
Management System within 
MSD’s treatment division. This 
allows the ability to monitor who 
has possessed the keys to any vehicle. Alerts are set up based on time allotted for each vehicle, 
so if the keys are not returned within that time frame, an email is sent out reminding the driver 
to return the keys. This has led to improved efficiencies within pool vehicles. 

• Installed GPS systems on all MSD’s road fleet. This helps ensure drivers are compliant with 
Federal CDL requirements pertaining to pre and post-trip inspections, departmental policies and 
also assists in monitoring vehicle issues as they occur. The system allows the driver to note any 
defects when they perform an inspection. Defects are sent to a web-based system for review 
and the individual Fleet Divisions are notified immediately of any critical defects. This also allows 
the Fleet Division to capture engine issues as they occur. 

• Purchased software (updated annually) for technicians to use when diagnosing equipment in the 
shop for repairs. This has reduced the number of vehicles that would need to be sent to the 
dealer for repair, reduced down time and transportation time. 
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DIVISONAL SERVICE 

MSD’s fleet divisions work to standardize the equipment as much as possible. Doing so reduces the 
amount of equipment training the different divisions need to provide their employees. The other benefit 
to standardizing the equipment is that it reduces parts inventory and technician training. Down time is 
reduced as a result of the troubleshooting process being simplified since all vehicles are set up the same. 

MOTOR POOL MANAGEMENT 

MSD’s Fleet Division manages four motor pool locations throughout two large facilities. All of the 
locations are operated using an electronic kiosk system with key cabinets. This management of the 
motor pool has had tremendous impact on MSD resulting in elimination of over 30 underutilized 
vehicles. The utilization is tracked monthly to ensure the correct amount of vehicles are always available 
to staff and to ensure vehicles are rotated between the motor pools as needs change. The use of motor 
pools has increased the availability of vehicles to all divisions that in the past were forced to use 
personal mileage. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

To MSD’s Fleet Division our customers are the 21 divisions within MSD. We are here to meet the fleet 
needs of these divisions. These needs could be; reports, employee needing a fuel key, CDL training, who 
is a vehicle assigned to, out-of-town car need, reservations for 15 passenger vans, car is broken down an 
needs towed. Our goal is to provide exceptional customer service when these requests come in. 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 

MSD’s Fleet Division also participates in a Touch “A” Truck for local elementary school and local 
community kids. Students are encouraged to climb in and on the equipment to interact with staff and 
learn about the equipment. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

MSD’s Fleet Division strives to reduce fuel consumption and provide a lower-carbon footprint on the 
environment. The Division promotes the City’s no idling policy. Many vehicle sizes have been reduced 
from full size SUV's and sedans to 4-cylinder mid-size vehicles. F-450 utility trucks were replaced with 
Sprinter vans. 

By establishing a motor pool system, MSD was able to reduce a total of 30 vehicles from the fleet. With 
these reductions, many older less fuel efficient vehicles were replaced with new fuel efficient vehicles. 
This reduction also lowered the cost of tire and battery replacements from vehicles being underutilized. 
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EMPLOYMENT RECORD 

Fleet Service Supervisor/Fleet Manager, MSD. Cincinnati, OH, December 2007- Present 
 

• Responsible for tracking and managing repair costs and fuel usage of over 660 pieces of 
equipment 

• Generates equipment replacement capital budget each year for equipment needing replaced 
• Evaluates equipment for replacement looking at age, condition, and life-to-date costs for repairs 

to determine what equipment needs to be replaced 
• Researches equipment, writes up specs and places orders 
• Reviews bids and awards contracts 
• Attends City of Cincinnati’s Fleet Guidance Committee meeting 
• Works with vendors to get demos in so operators can try out the equipment before purchase 
• Attends trade shows on equipment and alternative fuels 
• Generates utilization reports quarterly 

 

Fleet Service Supervisor – City of Cincinnati Fleet Services, Cincinnati Ohio March 2003 - December 2007 

• Oversaw 20 mechanics, 4 crew chiefs, 1 tire repairman. 1 welder and 2 assistant supervisors in 
the following shops: Specialized Equipment, Fire, Sanitation, Tire and Highway Maintenance. 
Also have supervised both MSD garage sites and theater works garage. 

• Responsible for reviewing and closing repair orders from three shops. Spot checking repair 
orders that the Assistant Supervisor has reviewed and closed from his 2 shops. Managed 
vacation-scheduling issues on annual vacation requests. Filled out weekly payroll, reviewed 
Form – 25s with payroll from Assistant Supervisor’s shops. Traveled out of town to do pre-
delivery inspection on new fire equipment. Answered first step grievances. Requested Hearing 
Officers for needed disciplinary action. Worked with Fleet Manager and Supervisors to develop 
new policies and make changes to current policies. Filled in for Supervisor of Light Car Shop 
when he is scheduled off. Received both ASE & EVT certifications and encouraged subordinates 
to do the same. 
 

Assistant Fleet Service Supervisor – City of Cincinnati Fleet Services, Cincinnati Ohio August 2001 - 
March 2003 

• Assigned to Light Car Shop. Responsible for 1 crew chief, 5 mechanics, 5 police district 
mechanics and 6 weekend relief mechanics. Reviewed work orders created by all the mechanics 
assigned to these shops. Scheduled PM’s. Filled out weekly payroll. Managed annual vacation 
requests and coordinated scheduling conflicts. Completed performance ratings from crew chief 
and all the mechanics assigned to him 
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